
Public Works Commission 
Fayetteville, North Carolina 28302 

Position Classification Plan 
Job Description 

TITLE:  ASSET & INVESTMENT RECOVERY SPECIALIST GRADE: 405 

TITLE ABBREVIATION:  INVEST. RECOVERY SPEC. EEO CODE:  8 CODE:  A5102 

FLSA CODE:  HR    REVIEWED DIR HUMAN RESOURCES:         DATE: 

DIVISION: CORPORATE SERVICES   DEPARTMENT:  WAREHOUSE 

SUPVR’S TITLE: WAREHOUSE MGR.    APPRVD CEO/GM          DATE: 

SUMMARY OF RESPONSIBILITIES:  This class is responsible for the direction, coordination, restoration and record 
keeping of materials, equipment, and fixtures, recovered from the field; as well as being the Public Works Commission 
(PWC) and the City of Fayetteville (COF) liaison for surplus properties valued over $1M annually. Must be able to identify 
Investment Recovery concepts, initiatives, approaches and goals, support warehouse management in decision making and 
strategies that lead to a more effective and efficient operations, develop and interpret market analysis for web based and 
auctions sales and proficient implementing excel calculations use to develop performance indicators and program statistics. 
Responsibilities include but are not limited to general direction/guidance to Warehouse employees assisting in Investment 
Recovery initiatives,  receiving/sorting scrap salvage material into the Warehouse; overseeing and/or dismantling condemned 
equipment, retaining usable parts; restoring salvageable material; inventorying; categorizing/packaging/labeling materials for 
return to stock; transacting counter issues; inputting/updating/retrieving/maintaining computer data; assisting with 
shipping/receiving/mail functions; assess and facilitate sales of scrap materials (transformers, IT equipment, 
poles/metals/etc.), surplus materials, vehicles and/or equipment for PWC/COF; Responsibilities include acting as the 
functional expert assisting with asset tagging/monitoring; departmental organization/project implementation/data 
maintenance and statistical forecasting for Investment Recovery initiatives and semi-annual inventories; making 
recommendations; following operations through a series of related detailed steps or processes to obtain successful 
resolutions; researching, developing and implementing new initiatives; liaison title requirements for surplus vehicles, 
processing surplus declarations and payments, overseeing surplus issues, and notarizing documents as appropriate; manage 
updates required for internet/intranet websites; driving/operating vehicles in performing work assignments/ responsibilities. 
General supervision is exercised over Stock Clerks assisting in Investment Recovery Initiatives. Operates under supervision 
of the Warehouse Manager in accordance with established policies and procedures. Latitude is allowed for independent 
judgment in carrying out the details of work.  Extended hours, weekend, and on-call availability may be required at 
supervision discretion. Performs related work as required. 

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS: 

1. Adheres to safety rules; operates and maintains assigned equipment safely/efficiently; no lost time accidents occur;

2. Responds to customer’s (internal and/or external) concerns and complaints in a professional/timely manner; refers
concerns/complaints to supervisor, when appropriate; maintains composure at all times;

3. Assumes responsibility for personal productivity and quality of work; recognizes/communicates problems and
suggests solutions to supervisor;

4. Maintains 98%, or greater, attendance percentage average for four (4) quarters of performance review period;

5. Carries out directions; follows through and completes assignments in acceptable time frames; applies technical and
procedural know-how to get the job done in an acceptable manner; adjusts behavior for the effective use of time and
resources;

6. Provide general direction; effectively supports co-workers in establishing and achieving objectives while showing
courtesy and respect toward others;
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ASSET & INVESTMENT RECOVERY SPECIALIST: continued 
 
7. Assumes responsibility for managing personal time/schedules/deadlines; advises supervisor of any conflict which 

may inhibit departmental/unit/section obligations; observes established rules/policies;  
 
8. Communicates ideas/information for improving production/procedures/cost control; 
 
9. Coordinates time off/time away from work site with immediate supervisor to minimize disruptions to the 

unit/crew/section/department; 
 
10. Takes initiative to accomplish goals; demonstrates ability to learn on the job; maintains appropriate skills for the 

position. 
 
EQUIPMENT OPERATED: Computer, bar-coding scanners, calculator, forklifts, pallet jacks, hand tools, communications, 
and other equipment, as required. 
 
FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITIES:  Good knowledge of safety rules/regulations/ 
procedures, as appropriate; good knowledge of stock accountability; good knowledge of  equipment/materials/tools/fixtures 
used in the trades; ability to implement sound analytical reasoning and a practical approaches to problem solving; working 
knowledge of stock control methods/procedures including record keeping procedures; maintain satisfactory operational 
accountability; skill in assessing stock value; skill in determining/recognizing salvageable material/equipment/tools; skill in 
performing accurate mathematical computations to include proficiencies implementing excel calculations; skill in operating 
computers/applicable software, and inputting/retrieving/updating/maintaining data; ability to effectively oversee/maintain 
material recovery storeroom, and yard storage areas, in clean, systematic, accessible order; ability to accurately 
organize/prioritize multiple projects; ability to communicate effectively both orally and in writing; ability to work 
independently and oversee people/projects; ability to develop and maintain effective working relationships with external 
customers, the general public, vendors, and all levels of employees. 
 
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:   
 
(A) Graduation from an accredited two (2) year community/technical college with a degree in industrial or warehousing 

operations or  related field and a minimum of one (1) year experience in large warehouse operations; OR 
(B) Graduation from high school or possession of a high school equivalency diploma and a minimum of five (5) years of 

experience in large industrial warehouse operations. 
 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Must obtain/maintain a valid Notary License. 
 
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:  Must be able to perform the essential functions of the position. 
 
SAFETY HAZARDS:  Minimal. 
 
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT:  As required in the Public Works Commission’s Safety Manual. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EMPLOYER’S RIGHTS:  This job description is general and illustrative of the kind of duties required of this position.  It is not exhaustive and does not contain a 
detailed description of all the duties that may be assigned to the incumbent occupying this position. 
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